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YUVED TECHNOLOGY

Brace yourself to embark on
the journey to the future and
lead the pet retail industry by
empowering customers,
exploiting technology, and
embracing new models.



Case Studies
Yuved Technology has marked several
vital aspects which you should change

for a confident run into the future.
Here's an insight into how we have

helped our clients overcome business
challenges and achieve desired goals. 



Holistic Hound, the store, was started by Heidi Hill in 2003 in Berkeley, California. Her
mission was to improve the health and wellness of our animal companions through a
holistic approach that focuses on nutrition, complementary therapies, and education. The
store is a certified member of the National Animal Supplement Council (NASC), which
ensures the safety, accuracy, and quality of companion animal health supplements.

Challenges

A misconception in the minds of people about the usage of CBD, CBG & Hemp
products for pets.
Running Ad Campaigns was challenging because of State restrictions on ads related
to CBD, CBG & Hemp products.
Running Ad Campaigns was challenging because of strict guidelines by Google,
Facebook & Bing.

The challenges that Holistic Hound faced were tri-fold. 
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2.
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Solutions
Yuved Technology helped Holistic Hound with their
online marketing and reputation building. We used a
range of new-result-driven strategies to help the pet
supply brand compete with the big dogs in a dog-eat-
dog retail world. To make the customers believe in
their brand, Holistic Hound followed trifurcated
digital marketing:

The brand needed to convince the pet owners that their products are ubiquitous and that they were a reputed, safe
brand for pets for which social media campaigns like Monday Myth Busters, Wednesday Wisdom, and Factual Friday
were carried out.
Extensive link-building campaigns were carried out to help Holistic Hound with its rankings.
With a far-reaching content syndication campaign, Holistic Hound's brand awareness reached unprecedented heights
organically.
All kinds of organic approaches were opted to derive traffic to the website, another domain was created to run ads
which brought exponential ROAS. 


